Dogs were domesticated from wolves about 15000 years ago and an important selection pressure (intentional or unintentional) has been their ability to communicate and cooperate with us. They show extensive human-directed sociability, which varies within as well as between breeds and which is not shared by ancestral wolves. Hence, dogs are potentially ideal models for studying the genetics of social behaviour. Here we review some recent research carried out by others and us on this subject. We present results showing that recent selection of different breed types can be used as a model system for investigating the genetic architecture of personalities. Furthermore, we review data showing that human-directed social behaviour is significantly related to a small number of genes, which have known connections to human social disorders such as autism and schizophrenia. We suggest that dogs are excellent study subjects for analyzing the evolution and genetics of social behaviour, and can serve as probes for human health and welfare.
The onset of dog domestication about 15000 years ago (Wang et al., 2015) represents one of the most important events in human history. It preceded agriculture and the domestication of other animal species by about 5000 years and represents the largest (albeit unconscious) biological and genetic experiment in history. Indeed, already Darwin himself recognized the extensive power of domestication as a proof of principle for evolution.
Although there is no universal agreement concerning the exact location and commencement of dog domestication (Ding et al., 2011; Larson et al., 2012) it is clear that all dogs originate from a relatively limited number of individual grey wolves, Canis lupus, one of the most cooperative and social mammals on earth.
Although the details of the domestication process are still open to research, the extensive sociability of the species is probably one important reason why wolves initially associated early with humans and would have made it comparatively easy for our ancestors to take control over their breeding -the fundamental hallmark of domestication. In doing so, it is likely that one trait was favoured strongly: the ability to cooperate with humans. Even though within-species social behaviour probably changed during domestication, selection for gene variants (alleles) favouring sociability across species are likely to have been intense.
From phenotypic variation to genetics
As a result of breeding, dogs have become the most variable mammalian species on the planet. While the smallest breeds reach an adult weight of less than 1 kg, the largest grow to about 70 kg. Colour, fur and shape vary within large boundaries, and yet there is no genetic reproductive isolation (as evidenced, for example by the popular hybrid "pomsky", a cross between the 20 cm high Pomeranian and the 50-60 cm husky). This variation is equally obvious with respect to behaviour. For example, some breeds instinctively attempt to herd (e.g., border collie, kelpie) and others are predisposed for fetching and carrying object (e.g, Labrador retriever, springer spaniel).
Since its genome was sequenced in 2005 (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005 ) the dog has therefore become one of the most promising models for behaviour genetics (Hall and Wynne, 2012) . By focusing on traits, which distinguishes breeds from each other or individuals within breeds, it is possible to reveal the underlying genetics of behavioural variation. For example, a gene called CDH2 on the canine chromosome 7 has been found to be associated with compulsive-like behaviour in the Doberman Pinscher (Dodman et al., 2010) .
Domestication modified sociability
During domestication dogs have developed unprecedented abilities for crossspecies understanding and communication. Here are a couple of examples of this as studied in numerous recent experiments: Dogs excel in understanding human pointing and other ostensive cues (Hare et al., 2002) . This includes gaze following and the ability to observe and act in accordance with their owners' attention focus (Virányi et al., 2004) . Closely linked to this is the extensive ability of dogs to distinguish their own perspectives from that of humans (perhaps reflecting a primitive "theory of mind") (Maginnity and Grace, 2014) . This allows them to adapt their behaviour according to their owner's attention, for example, by changing their actions according to whether they being watched or not by the owner in the same room (Kaminski et al., 2012) . Closely related to this, many dogs are also remarkably able to identify emotional states of humans through our facial expressions (Müller et al., 2015) . Dogs use all these social abilities primarily to cooperate with their owners and other humans. Tight bonds develop between dogs and their owners mediated by mutually increased levels of oxytocin, a neuropeptide related to social bonding in many species (Romero et al., 2014) . Positive interactions are also associated with reduced levels of the stress hormone cortisol .
The extreme sociability of dogs is particularly evident when they are faced with a difficult problem. Wolves, even if socialized with humans from an early age, will mostly attempt to solve it themselves, while dogs will usually quickly turn to a nearby human using both eye contact and physical interactions (Udell, 2015) .
Investigating the genetic basis for this difference may also throw light on the genetics of human social behaviour -after all, we share most of our own genes and their functions with those of dogs (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005) .
Assessing dog behaviour
In order to perform genetic analysis of behaviour one needs reliable and comprehensive phenotyping methods. In Sweden, the Dog Mentality Assessment (DMA) has been used for many years, and at this time more than 100 000 dogs have taken the test (for details of the test, see, e.g., Svartberg and Forkman, 2002) . Briefly, a trained observer scores the behaviour of the dogs in ten different sub-tests, assessing, e.g., fear, sociality and hunting motivation.
Previous research has used this extensive database to calculate personality structures in different breeds as well as their heritabilities (the proportion of variation which is explained by genetic differences) (Saetre et al., 2006; Svartberg and Forkman, 2002) , and observed, e.g., a major personality dimension "boldness", with a high heritability. We have found that the results of dogs in a very similar type of behavioural test reflect quality and quantity of maternal care received during the first weeks of life (Foyer et al., 2015; 2013) , which may be related to genetic differences between mothers.
Using the large database from the DMA-test we now investigate the genetic architecture -i.e., frequencies of gene variants, how they are physically arranged in the genome and interact with each other -of complex personality types in dogs (Sundman et al, in press ). We take advantage of the fact that some breeds have undergone a recent split into different types. For example, both Labrador and golden retrievers were split into a field and a conformation type where the former is bred mainly for hunting and retrieving abilities while the latter is bred for physical appearance. Since this selective breeding for well-specified traits started in homogenous populations of purebred retrievers we expect that genes affecting specifically the selected traits will stand out against the common background.
Results from more than 2500 dogs showed that the fundamental personality traits derived from the behaviour tests have significant heritabilities (Sundman et al, in press ). Moreover, the behaviour differences between the two types are not consistent across breeds. For example, in Labradors the score for "curiosity" was higher in the conformation type while in golden retrievers the same score was higher in the field type. This indicates that the underlying genetic architecture for the behaviour traits is different in the two breeds, in spite of their close relatedness. The next step in this research line will be to genotype the dogs and use genome wide association methods to link different behaviour traits to specific DNA-sequences, a method that we have previously used in another context as described below.
A specific test for dog-human sociability
The DMA-test and other large-scale behaviour screenings lack details and rigour in the behaviour scoring methods and do not properly assess dog-human social interactions, and difficult phenotyping is in general a problem in the area of dog behavior genetics (van Rooy et al., 2014) . Hence, to study this we use the "unsolvable problem paradigm", based on the propensity of dogs to seek human assistance. This is a variant of a commonly used test for similar purposes, for example by Udell et al. (2015) . In our test version, dogs are presented with a simple apparatus where two lids can be opened to reveal a treat, while a third is fixed. The dogs are allowed to explore the apparatus freely and try to solve the task on their own. As they fail to open the third lid most of them will use various means to attract the attention of a human in the room, ranging from brief gazing with eye contact to physical interaction such as jumping at and pawing the person. From video recordings we score frequency and intensity of attention seeking behaviours as measures of the social propensity. This differentiates effectively dogs from wolves, and even if the propensity to interact with humans does develop with experience, it appears to have a strong genetic component as will be seen in the following.
Genes for social behaviour in dogs and humans
The test was applied to a sample of about 500 beagles, bred and kept at a kennel producing dogs for laboratory purposes (Persson et al., 2015) . Here, environmental factors and human interactions were highly standardized during rearing and pedigrees well documented, allowing estimation of heritability.
Females were more inclined to seek help by means of physical interactions with the human and the heritability assessment showed that 23% of the variation could be attributed to genetic differences.
We further obtained DNA-samples from about 200 individuals. These were genotyped for more than 172 000 genetic markers (positions in the genome where there is genetic variation), and we looked for associations between markers and the social behaviour (Persson et al, in press ). This represents a socalled Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS), commonly used to associate, for example, disease phenotypes with specific genomic regions (see, e.g., Dodman et al., 2010) . However, our experiment represents the first attempt to apply the method to find genes associated with domestication related behaviour in dogs.
We found a significant relationship between the degree of human contact in the problem-solving situation and two genomic regions on chromosome 26, including five possible associated genes. The two strongest candidates, based on the location in relation to the markers, are the genes SEZ6L and ARVCF.
Interestingly, both have previously been associated with human social disorders.
SEZ6L was recently linked to autism spectrum disorder (Chapman et al., 2015) and ARVCF has been associated with schizophrenia (Sim et al., 2012) . Another strong candidate is the gene COMT, which has been widely studied in relation to social and emotional behaviour in humans (schizophrenia and "persistence" personality types). COMT produces an enzyme (catechol-O-methyltransferase) that degrades catecholamines post-synaptically. A particular mutation (called Val158Met) is important in this respect and the frequency of a similar mutation has been found to vary between different dog breeds (Masuda et al., 2004) .
Although no studies have been conducted on wolves in this respect, it is possible that these genes may have been important targets of selection during dog domestication.
Dogs as models for human behaviour?
The strong similarities between dog and human behavioural phenotypes affected by the genes identified in our research emphasize the potential of using dogs as models for human social behaviour disorders, as suggested already by Overall (2000) . It is tempting to see the parallel between, on one hand, the beagles refraining from interacting with humans and, on the other, humans with autism spectrum disorders.
Others have looked for associations between dog social behaviour and genes, which could be involved based on prior knowledge of their functions in humans.
For example, due to its relatedness to mood and activity disorders in humans the tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) gene was suspected to be involved in similar behaviour variation in dogs (Kubinyi et al., 2012) . German shepherd dogs were scored for behaviour corresponding to the human ADHD syndrome and a common variant of the gene was shown to be closely associated with the outcome.
Also the pituitary hormone oxytocin has attracted a large interest in relation to social behaviour. It is involved in attachment and sociability in a number of contexts across many species (Donaldson and Young, 2008) . In dogs, it is closely associated with human-directed sociability (Romero et al., 2014) . The oxytocin receptor gene has some well-investigated variants, which modify the effect of the hormone on social behaviour in humans (Feng et al., 2015) , and similar variants in the same gene affect human-directed social behaviour in dogs (Kis et al., 2014) . We therefore hypothesized in a recent experiment that this effect may be due to the receptor variants modulating the effect of the hormone. We administered oxytocin intranasally before presenting golden retrievers with the unsolvable problem as described above. Our preliminary findings (Persson et al, unpublished data) indicate that oxytocin does indeed increase sociability of the dogs and the effect is to some extent related to a common polymorphism (a gene variant) in the oxytocin receptor gene.
Dogs as lithmus paper for human health
During the 15000 years that have passed since humans domesticated the first wolves, dogs have shared our lives and in many places and times they have become family members. In various cultures, people have buried them as valued friends, often together with their owners, at least for the last 14000 years (Morey, 2006) . Strikingly, in modern societies they tend to develop similar "western civilization-related" health problems as humans, such as obesity, diabetes, allergies and circulatory diseases (see e.g., German, 2006; Courtney Moore et al., 2011) . Our research, together with that of other groups, indicates that also psychiatric disorders may share common mechanisms. Dogs could therefore potentially be probes for human health reflected by similar responses in dogs living in the same social and societal context.
In conclusion, dogs may not only be important keys to a deepened understanding of evolution and behaviour genetics, they may also serve as living models of our own health and welfare. Not a bad companion for scientists, or for humanity at large.
